Who makes the world? Is it the bosses in the prison camp who can make a half-dead prisoner dig and refill a hole repeatedly at whim? Is it the prison syndrome which can set up building operations within a small prison? Is it one prisoner who can motivate the road over to fight a rival with two hours left to spare and the hopelessness of death? Can it be that God lets unreasonable bosses have control? 

"Cool Hand Luke" is a tightly constructed film, centered around good character. It is neat, but it is meaninglessly symbolic. It does not have a cast of thousands but the characters are appropriate. The boss without eyes is an unknown and frightening power. The boss on the porch in a small, narrow overcoat. Luke, stuck in a prison with a hard, long way, is doing his best.

What made him so cool? Or the audience wonders, aid Luke too wonder, his bosses wonder, the repeatedly. 

Tuesday, February 13, explore an engineering career on earth's last frontier. 

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant about engineering openings at world's largest shipbuilder–where your future is as big as today's brand new ocean.

Our half-a-billion-dollar backlog of orders means high starting salary, career security, with your way up open wide. It also means scope for all your abilities. We're involved with nuclear ship propulsion and refueling, nuclear aircraft carrier, submarine automation, submarine control. We've recently completed a vast oceanographic survey. We're a major builder of giant water power and heavy industrial equipment. We're starting to apply our naval nuclear knowledge to the first of expanding nuclear electric power generation. We're competing competitive systems designs for the Navy's $1 billion plus LHA fleet concept.

Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're next to door to Virginia Associated Research Center with one of the world's largest synchrochrotrons, offering advanced study in high energy physics. We're involved with the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Old Dominion University, Virginia Engineering and other advanced subjects. Ask about scholarshipships, tuition grants, study and research leaves to implement these opportunities.

Ask, too, about the pleasant living and_lower living costs, here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation land, with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers Electrical Engineers Metallurgical Engineers Industrial Engineers Systems Analysts

Naval Architects Nuclear Engineers Civil Engineers Metallographic Engineers

See our representative Lynn Schmementz at Newport News On-Campus Career Consultant, high school or office, he'll be at the Placement Office to discuss questions, discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.